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ABSTRACT
Aeromonas hydrophila bacteriophages were isolated
for the first time from lake and aquarium waters.
Various techniques for isolating these and other
bacteriophages from nature were reviewed.

It was

observed that serial passage enrichment is important.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this study attempts were made to isolate
bacteriophages from natural sources.

At the time, it

was uncertain whether phages would be found coexisting
with their hosts.

Questions arose when samples from

natural sources were added to recently isolated
bacterial cultures.

Were virulent phages isolated from

our samples, or were temperate phages induced out of the
bacterial cells?

To distinguish between the host and

the indicator strain was also a problem.
At this point, it was decided to survey the
literature to find information on bacteriophage isolation.
It was discovered that details of isolation were rarely
published.

For conciseness or modern publishing trends,

researchers refrained from disclosing at length how
their phages were isolated.

Furthermore, phages were

passed around from one researcher to another, thereby
avoiding isolation of a new phage.

Pertinent informa

tion, however, did exist, and these scattered findings
gave meaning to our investigations.

PURPOSE
It was the purpose of this study (1) to survey the
literature to find information on bacteriophage
isolation; (2) to present several preliminary experiments
with phages and their hosts; and (3) to discuss the
problems encountered when isolating phages from natural
sources.
SOURCES OF BACTERIOPHAGES
Bacteriophages can be isolated from a wide variety
of sources (Hadley, 1928).

In general, bacteriophages

exist in the natural habitat of their host.

Bacteria-

specific viruses, like all viruses, multiply only within
the living cells they attack.

Therefore, phages may be

found wherever their host occurs in nature.

For

instance, phages specific for enteric organisms were
found in animal feces, polluted waters, and sewage (Pyle,
1926 ; Adams, 1939).

Phages lysing certain species of

Rhizobium were found in the soil and in the root nodules
of various plants (Vandecaveye and Katznelson, 1936).
The isolation of phages from a natural habitat is
also related to the type of phage that one is attempting
to isolate.

Phages are distinguished by their

interaction with the host bacteria.

There are virulent
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phages which lyse their host, temperate phages which
exist as prophages inside the bacterial chromosome, or
phages which exist in a symbiotic carrier state with
their host.

The problem is to choose the proper

isolation procedure for demonstrating each phage type.
Virulent bacteriophages follow the lytic cycle of
phage growth; multiplication occurs only within sensitive
bacteria.

They are isolated from sources containing

their host organism,
A second type of bacteriophage is the temperate
phage.

Bacteria themselves are the natural sources of

temperate phages, because "they carry the potentiality
to produce and release phage as a stable, heritable
trait" (Hayes, 1968).

Temperate phages can be induced

out of their hosts and detected on strains of sensitive
bacteria.

The demonstration of temperate phages depends

then on the prior isolation of a sensitive indicator
strain.

Once this strain is available and the existence

of lysogeny is recognized, the temperate phage can be
assayed by various techniques.
Another source of bacteriophages is the carrier
culture, bacteria associated with virulent phages.

The

carrier state is a mechanical mixture of phage and host.
It is a type of pseudo-lysogeny, because the bacteria
are temporarily unable to adsorb the phage even though

the phages are present as free particles in the mixture
(Hayes, 1968).

Phages in the carrier state are readily

detectable on subculture of the sensitive bacteria, as
spontaneous plaques will develop on the daughter cells
which have regained their ability to adsorb the phage.
There is little really known about this type of phagehost relationship.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
The need of a well-outlined procedure for phage
isolation was first realized in our own experiments with
bacteriophage isolation and propagation.

After a period

of trial and error, it was decided to make a survey of
the published literature,

A comprehensive review was

by no means attempted; only readily accessible journals
and monographs were surveyed.

The survey sought to

discover vfhere phages are found in nature and the
procedures for demonstrating bacterial viruses from
natural sources.
Literature survey.

In the course of reviewing the

published information regarding the isolation of
bacteriophages and their distribution in nature, it
became evident that the data seldom described the
technique for phage isolation.
were given.

More often vague hints

One hundred and twenty-seven papers were

selected at random from reports published between 1920
and 1970.

The papers included in the literature survey

were selected only if their titles indicated that a
phage isolation procedure might be given.

Thirty-three

papers (2 3 .9 %) gave a detailed isolation procedure.

Half of these were reports of early investigators,
literature published between 1920 and 1940 at a time
when very little was knov/n about the relationships of
phages and hosts.

CHAPTER III
ISOLATION AND PROPAGATION
OF AEROMONAS PHAGE
A review of the literature failed to reveal any
information concerning bacteriophages specific for
Aeromonas hydrophila.

Bacteriophages lytic for this

organism have now been isolated on different occasions
from water samples by microbiologists at Mississippi
State College for Women.

This part of the report

describes two separate experiments involving isolation
and propagation of the phages and a host range study
of one phage with sixty-four strains of A. hydrophila.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Media.

Brain Heart Infusion BBL (BHI) was used for

growth of all cultures and for mass production of
bacteriophages by the broth lysis method (Adams, 1939).
Blood milk agar (BMA) composed of Trypticase Soy Agar
BBL (TSA) plus 3% outdated human bank blood and 3%
litmus milk was used for plating colonies and lawns, and
for testing the lytic effect of the phage on its host by
giant plaque formation.
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Experiment

Phage for lake cultures.

Cultures

of A. hydrophila were isolated from water samples
collected aseptically from Lake Lowndes, Columbus,
Mississippi.
typical.

All strains used in the present study were

The colony morphology of A. hydrophila on BMA

plates was characteristic:

colonies were large, almost

transparent, entire, convex, and surrounded by a wide
ring of clearing resulting from both hemolysis of the
blood and peptonization of the milk.

The oxidase

reaction was always strong and immediate.

Growth

occurred in Glucose OF Medium (BBL) both aerobically
and anaerobically.
Isolation of bacteriophages.

Attempts were made to

isolate a bacterial virus from the natural habitat of
its host.

Five milliliter water samples from Lake

Lowndes were shaken with 1% chloroform and centrifuged
to eliminate unwanted bacteria.

One milliliter of the

supernatant was added to approximately three milliliters
of a just-visibly turbid BHI culture of the host
organism.

This tube was labeled "blind passage No. 1"

and incubated overnight at 23^C.

Following incubation,

this passage was chloroformed and centrifuged.

One

milliliter of the supernatant was again added to a log
phase broth culture of the host and incubated.

This

procedure was repeated successively until four blind
passages were performed.

The final passage was

chloroformed, centrifuged, and tested for its ability to
lyse the propagating host by a giant plaque method.

Four

phages specific for A. hydrophila were isolated by this
technique, although one isolate (lO-A-1) proved more
powerful against its host.
Experiment 2.

Aquarium phage.

Several stock strains

of A. hydrophila were plated on BMA and incubated
overnight.

Typical colonies were picked from the plate

and inoculated into BHI.

Broth cultures were transferred

to fresh BHI daily for three days until used.
Source of bacteriophage.

Ten milliliters of

aquarium water were collected aseptically with a pipet
and put into a small sterile bottle.

The water was

enriched with 1 ml of BHI and allowed to grow until
turbidity was barely visible.

The culture was then

plated out on BMA; colonies of Aeromonas were located
on the plate and checked by the oxidase and OF tests.
Isolation of phage.

The specimen of aquarium water

was saturated with chloroform.

One milliliter was added

to 2 ml of BHI inoculated with one loop of a young
culture of A. hydrophila and incubated overnight.
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Following incubation, the culture was chloroformed and
centrifuged to clarify; the supernatant was removed to a
sterile tube.

The above steps were repeated three times

making four passages in all.

After chloroforming, the

supernatant from the fourth passage was tested for its
lytic effect on the host by giant plaque formation.
An Aeromonas phage giving a strong clear giant
—q
plaque to a dilution of 10
was isolated. When tested
with various strains of Aeromonas. it was usually
positive.

Tests with other bacteria, i.e. Serratia and

several enteric organisms, were negative.
The procedure that has been reproduced here was
carried out after several scattered, unsuccessful attempts
to isolate Aeromonas-specific phage by a single enrich
ment.

This experiment is recorded here as an account of

previous work.
Propagation of bacteriophages.

The phages were

propagated on one of the hosts previously used for phage
isolation (A. hydrophila stock strain #8334, or Lake
Lowndes strain #10-A-1).

Bulk suspensions of each phage

were obtained by the following procedure:

1% each of

log phase bacterial host and stock phage were inoculated
into 30 ml of BHI in 300 ml prescription bottles and
incubated at 20°C for 24 hours.

The bottles were
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incubated on their broad sides to insure aeration of the
cultures.

Following incubation, 1% chloroform was added

to the lysate to kill surviving bacteria, and the phage
preparation was
Host range

stored at

until used.

study.Phage preparation #8334 was

tested for its ability to lyse a variety of A. hydrophila
strains by a giant plaque method.

Sixty-four strains

of the host organism were tested.

Lawns were prepared

on BMA plates by swab-streaking from a just-visibly
turbid BHI culture of the host organism.

The inoculated

plates were allowed to dry for about ten minutes.

By

means of a sterile dropper pipet, one drop of the
undiluted phage preparation and one drop each of the
phage preparation diluted 1:10, 1:100, and 1:1000 with
sterile BHI was

placed on apreviously marked area of

the plate.

plates were again allowed to dry and

The

then were incubated overnight at 33^C.

The plates were

examined for giant plaques and degree of lytic activity.
RESULTS
Lytic ability of the phage preparation.

The phage

preparation lysed its propagating host strongly (stock
strain #8334) at a dilution of 1:1000.

Fifty-one of the

sixty-four strains of A. hydrophila tested (79.7%)
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showed susceptibility to lysis by the phage, but the
degree of lysis varied from strain to strain.
strains gave negative responses.

Thirteen

CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTS ON INDUCTION
OF TEMPERATE PHAGES
A recently isolated strain of Aeromonas hydrophila
exhibited a suspicious appearance when grown as a lawn
on blood milk agar plates.
amidst confluent growth.
culture was lysogenic.

Clear areas were observed
It was suspected that the

Attempts were made to induce

temperate phages from this culture.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Media.

The media for this experiment are listed

in Chapter III of this report.
Preparation of bacterial cultures.

A recently

isolated strain of A. hydrophila (Lake Lowndes strain
#10-A-1) was grown in BHI broth for 24 hours at 23°C.
Following incubation, one loop of the culture was
streaked for isolation on a BMA plate, and the plate
was incubated overnight at 33°G.

Eleven typical colonies

were picked from the plate with a sterile needle, placed
in a separate tube of BHI, and incubated overnight at
23°C.

Each of the eleven cultures was handled in the

following way:

one loop of the culture was transferred
13
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to a fresh tube of broth before induction by ultraviolet
light; the remainder of the overnight culture was
reserved to make the lawn.
Induction of lysis.

Induction experiments were

performed on ten of the cultures prepared in the above
manner.

The remaining culture served as a control.

Induction by ultraviolet light v;as accomplished by
placing the contents of each culture in a sterile 100 mm
petri dish and exposing the cells to a Gelman-Camag
Universal UV lamp (wavelength = 234®/^) at a distance of
10 cm for one minute.

The irradiated cells were

collected into sterile tubes and returned to the
incubator for three hours to allow for phage multiplica
tion and for cell lysis.

Some induced cultures were less

turbid that the unirradiated control.

The induced

cultures were shaken with 1% chloroform before storage
at k°C.
Detection of phage in induced lysates.
made from the eleven unirradiated cultures:

Lawns were
the cultures

were first diluted until just-visibly turbid and then
swab-streaked on BMA plates.
dry for about ten minutes.

The plates were allowed to
By means of a sterile dropper

pipet, one drop of each induced lysate was placed on the
plate containing its respective host.

The plates were
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again allowed to dry and then were incubated overnight
at 33^0.

This experiment was repeated five times and

all attempts to demonstrate temperate phages were
unsuccessful.
Proposed improvement in experimental design.

On

reflection, it was quite clear that an error had been
made.

This was to use the phage host culture as the

indicator strain.

Such an experiment would likely turn

out negative, because a lysogenic culture is immune to
lytic infection by the same phage that it carries.

The

experiment must be revised before temperate bacterio
phages could be detected.

The proper design would be to

start out with two cultures:

(1) a phage source, and

(2) an indicator strain susceptible to the phage from
its source.

An experiment of this kind is preceded by

searching for a suitable indicator strain susceptible
to the phage.

Time did not permit such an experiment.

CHAPTER V
SERIAL PASSAGE AND REVIVAL
OF STORED SERRATIA PHAGE
In order to have a record of previous work which
influenced additional studies of bacteriophages, a
record is made here of the revival of a lyophilized
Serratia phage.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Media.

The normal media were used in this

experiment.
Origin of the phage and its bacterial host.

A

Serratia phage and its host, S, marcescens. were
obtained from the American Type Culture Collection in
lyophilized vials.
and plated.
observed.

The host was suspended in BHI, grown,

Both rough and smooth colonies were
The phage was suspended in BHI and added to a

log phase BHI culture of the host.

No effect was evident

in broth or on the plates.
The suspension of lyophilized phage was added to a
young culture in BHI and incubated overnight at 33°C.
It was chloroformed and centrifuged.

A lawn was made

from a young host culture and one drop of the phage
16
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suspension was placed on the lawn.

The giant plaque

that resulted was transparent rather than clear and
eaten-out.

The plaque was swabbed, suspended in BHI,

saturated with chloroform, and then centrifuged to
clarify.

The supernatant was tested by the giant plaque

method and satisfactory results were obtained.

When this

procedure was repeated several times, the activity of
the phage appeared to be increased since dilutions as
high as 10“^ now formed plaques.
Preparation of a bulk phage suspension.

The phage

prepared by the usual method of growing the host in BHI
was unsatisfactory.

Instead, a log phase culture of host

was mixed with the phage suspension in BHI and swabbed
onto a BMA plate.

After overnight incubation, the

contents of the plate were removed by swabbing,
transferred to BHI, chloroformed, and centrifuged.
Decimal dilutions of the supernatant were tested by
giant plaque formation on lawns of the host organism to
determine the titer of the phage preparation.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
DISCUSSION
Limitations of previous studies.

Published informa

tion on isolation procedures is inadequate.

On reading

several of the reports from the literature survey, one
concludes that relatively powerful phage suspensions are
obtained from original material without further passage
with the host organism (Caldwell, 1927).

This conclusion

is often implied by the hazy details of the experiments or
the record is confused by an omission of the procedure.
For example:
"To isolate a virus lysing E. coll, 30
ml of broth is inoculated with 1 ml of a
visibly turbid culture of the host organism.
To this is added v/ith thorough mixing 1 ml of
supernatant obtained by centrifuging pooled
sewage for a few minutes.

After incubation

overnight at 37^C, an aliquot of the culture
is centrifuged to remove bacteria and the
supernatant is filtered through a Corning
ultrafine sintered glass filter.

This

filtrate is tested for the presence of
phage."

(Adams, 1939)
18
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This classic statement of the technique for isolation of
bacterial viruses fails to describe a method for serial
passage, thereby implying that the procedure is
unnecessary.

Reference to this paragraph is generally

found throughout the literature.

Other reports merely

provide meagre details of their isolation procedures and
are unsatisfactory as guides to procedure.
The importance of serial passage.

Our experiments

prove that serial passage is often a prerequisite for
demonstrating bacteriophages in nature.

Our experiences

show that phages in nature, not unlike bacteria, are in
dilute quantities.

A sample taken from a natural source

may or may not contain a phage particle.

If such a

sample is added to a log phase culture of the host
organism, theoretically it will infect a susceptible
cell and produce one burst of progeny phage particles.
The progeny will in turn infect other cells, and this
process will continue as long as there are susceptible
log phase hosts available.

In a normal growing culture,

however, the logarithmic growth phase begins to taper
off after several hours until there is a cessation of
growth.

The culture grows out of the log phase so soon

that the phage has time for only a few one-step growth
cycles.

Cells in the stationary phase of growth are
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physiologically unsuitable for propagating phage.
Stationary phase cells, although unsuitable for phage
growth, still possess their phage receptors so that
irreversible phage adsorption may take place.

In

effect, the host by adsorption of phage is reducing the
amount of free phage particles, and thereby decreasing
the chances for detection of phage.

This dilemma could

be solved by serial passage enrichment.

In serial

passage, the phage is periodically transferred to a
fresh, log phase culture of the bacterial host.

Serial

passage provides a suitable environment for phage
propagation by continually replenishing the phage with a
new supply of sensitive bacteria.
If serial passage is so important, why is the
procedure often omitted in the literature?

It was found

that most reports omitting passage enrichment used
sewage as the bacteriophage source (Caldwell, 1927;
Rakieten, Eggerth, and Rakieten, 1940; Adams, 1959;
Twarog and Blouse, 1968; Vidaver and Schuster, 1969).
As previously stated, phages are as prevalent in nature
as their hosts are.

A high concentration of phage under

natural conditions would make them readily detectable,
a situation welcomed by beginners in phagology.

Sewage

is a source containing high concentrations of bacteria;
this is likely the reason for its widespread use as a
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source of bacteriophages.

In this respect, sewage

represents an ecologically unnatural source of bacteria
and phages.

In effect, when sewage is used as the phage

source, blind passage enrichment has already taken place.
Potential significance of phages isolated in
Chapter III.

Possession of a bacteriophage of broad

valence would be useful in provisionally identifying
Aeromonas hydrophila.

All suspected colonies could be

tested for lysis by the phage and a species identification
made.

The question is, could a bacteriophage valence be

broadened by cultivation on several hosts?

If this is

possible, the phage preparation would probably lyse a
higher percentage of A. hydrophila strains.
Like a broad-valence bacteriophage preparation, a
type-specific phage suspension could also prove useful.
If a phage could be made to lyse only one or a few
strains of A, hydrophila, it would be advantageous in
forming a typing scheme for the organism,
Craigie and Yen (1937) reported that the Salmonella
Vi phage type II could be adapted to each different
strain of Salmonella typhi on which it was propagated.
Persistent passage of the phage with a specific strain
of the organism "soon resulted in an adapted phage which
lysed the culture in very high dilution" (Edwards and
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Ewing, 1962 ).

The changed phage became type-specific

for strains which it previously did not lyse.

This

phenomenon is known as host-induced modification.

By

several such host-controlled changes of the phage,
Craigie and Yen soon possessed preparations of Vi phage
type II which lysed nearly all cultures of S, typhi,
From these phage preparations a typing scheme was
devised,

(Edwards and Ewing, 1962)

Phages must exhibit a high degree of specificity
for their host if phage typing is to be successful.
More experimentation is necessary to determine if
host-induced modification applies to A, hydrophila and
its phages.
Speculations on induction of temperate phages.

For

the original experiment on induction to be successful
without revision, spontaneous curing of the host would
have to occur.

Only a small percentage of the lysogenic

cells in a population lose their prophage and are cured
(Stent, 1963 ).

The rate of spontaneous curing has been

estimated as 10"^ per cell generation for E, coli
(Bertani, 1938),

The rate of curing in lysogenic

cultures of Aeromonas has not been determined.

The

success of this experiment then would depend on a
phenomenon expressing itself in only one out of every
1 0 0 ,0 0 0 cells.
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The proper design for such an experiment would
require the use of an indicator strain susceptible to
the phage from its source.

This evidently leads to the

problem of experimental design discussed at the end of
Chapter IV on page 13#
Proof that serial passage really works.

The account

of the experiment on the revival of Serratia phage is
important because of its influence on later field work.
Phages were not detected until the third serial passage.
If this is generally true, then serial passage is the
method of choice for isolating phages from nature.

Our

experiments appear to support this interpretation,
CONCLUSIONS
1,

Techniques for isolating bacteriophages from

nature have been carefully described.

At least one of

these procedures should be applicable in isolating each
distinct phage type from its natural habitat,
2,

The importance of serial passage enrichment has

been demonstrated and its application in isolating
phages from natural sources or for reviving phages from
stored preparations has been discussed.
3,

Preliminary studies provide some insight into

how bacterial viruses may flourish in their natural
habitat.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
This apparently is the first written record of the
existence of Aeromonas hydrophila bacteriophages.

A

phage specific for this organism was demonstrated, and
it lysed 51 of the 16 bacterial strains tested. Thirteen
strains of A. hydrophila were not lysed.
In the literature survey, 33 papers of the 127 reports
surveyed mentioned isolation of bacteriophages from nature;
the majority gave no information.
Induction experiments did not yield temperate phages
for A. hydrophila, but a proposed improvement in
experimental design could lead to this.
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